Company Background

Quality Health Ideas, Inc. (QHI) is a fast-growing, healthcare technology company that provides a cloud-based software platform, CareScreen®, which significantly improves health outcomes and reduces the cost of care.

QHI first commercialized CareScreen® in 2011, growing to $53M in annual revenue by 2014. In May 2015, QHI separated from its sister company to engage a larger user network and accelerate growth nation-wide.

QHI currently employs ~50 FTE, including generalists, clinicians, data scientists and DBAs, developers and programmers across two locations: Boston, MA and Suffield, CT, and will be scaling up rapidly.

Our Philosophy

Professional impact: Developing and implementing creative solutions in the face of challenging goals, and leveraging strong intellect and rigor to deliver superior impact under tight deadlines.

Entrepreneurial drive: Constantly creating new approaches to improve our product, services and technologies. Striving to deliver superior impact with outstanding energy, determination, and judgment.

Leadership ability: Leading ourselves, our teams, our clients and fostering effective teamwork in order to drive results and improvement to our product and our company as a whole.

The Position

Our Core Software Developer should be a highly-motivated, team player who will be responsible for designing, building and maintaining CareScreen® and related analytic modules; will work closely with our Clinical and Product teams to ensure new features meet business requirements and deliver maximum impact.

Key Responsibilities

- Own the design and advancement of a cutting edge, industry leading healthcare technology product
- Collaborate with other Development Team members using Agile development methodologies
- Design, develop, and support our web application and analytic modules according to clinical specs
- Develop T-SQL views and stored procedures, and SSRS reports, and create and document unit tests
- Constantly expand skillset and knowledge base and evaluate new technology

Qualification and Background

- ASP.NET N-Tier web development; VB.NET or C# code behind, CSS, JavaScript, jQuery, T-SQL
- Preferred experience: object-relational mapping tools, MS Entity Framework, source control/ versioning tools, Team Foundation Server and MS SQL Server Reporting Services, and healthcare applications/ data
- Strong object-oriented mindset, effective verbal and written communication in a team setting

Location, Compensation and Contact

- Suffield, CT (primary) or Boston, MA
- Competitive compensation package, with base salary, benefits and bonus and equity opportunity
- For more, contact QHI President, Ben Kraus at: bkraus@qhideas.com or 925-270-7121
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